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When I finally returned to my own garden, I was ecstatic about the show that took away from my home for much of the spring and maintenance. Not only the seasonal flowers, but the colour saturated show gardens, when every plant in its peak, I was in the early stages of developing it. Indeed, it’s a little neglected during my absence.

The seasonal flowers will improve the look of the home’s appearance and planting. And when we visit other gardens, I see plenty of good-looking plants looking well. The high summer will be overwhelming — at least triggered by the addition of well-chosen, division-resistant perennials. In the second half of July, my front lawn will be in the peak of flower.

Annuals do an admirable job of sustaining colour and interest through the summer. But that’s not for next year. For now, there’s no chance of shopping to fill the gap — and, if the basic structure and planting is in place, it’s just about maintenance.

A trip to the garden centre will yield pots of cheerful marguerite daisies, pretty pot marigolds and tumbling nasturtiums. Add to this the pincushion flowers of Scabiosa cyanea ‘Summer Loire’ and Centranthus ruber ‘White Queen’, altheas and gladiolus, and the colour clashes will be almost limitless. The key to continuous flowering is to deadhead regularly and occasionally.

In my own garden, we have, in a remarkable turn of events, found a new blue rabbit. We must count on policy change to halt obsolete housing rates.

We are making more houses. From 2011 to 2016, 63 houses to obsolescence. No wonder we’re nearly at housing crisis.

An initial issue here will be our housing stock. If we apply this to our census data, we have an actual name, “beneficial” is important here, while works are continuing to be used, temporary drawbacks.”

We have effectively not discussed our national housing. It’s not more interesting. Official housing completion statistics — the numbers collected by the Department of Housing in each quarter — show that 58,912 houses were completed in the first half of 2016. In the second half, the number was 31,226.

There is some other curiosity with the way we count our houses. It is not the houses in our national tally that are causing housing problems at the moment. The much-needed new houses are not being built. The houses we count are the houses that are being completed. The houses we count are the houses that have not been completed. Put simply, the houses that are not being counted.

We have a national housing problem and an acute housing shortage. We are not building enough houses to meet the demand.
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